
Selection Policy for Queensland Select Teams  
 

BOXERS / COACHES  

Boxing Queensland endeavour to expose our boxers to international competition, this is to further 
enhance the skills and experience of both our boxers and coaches. In these cases Boxing Queensland 
is often limited by the needs and criteria of the host nation who provide Boxing Queensland with the 
numbers, experience and ages needed and in these cases the needs of the host nation/club will 
supersede our own criteria.  

Where we are not selecting according to the express needs of the host the boxer who won the 
previous State Title, providing they still compete in the same weight division, becomes Boxing 
Queensland’s 1st selection, these boxers are open to challenge. Exceptions to this occur when a Boxing 
Queensland boxer was competing, had just competed or was in preparation for AIBA competition 
(namely Olympics, World Titles and Commonwealth Games) when the State Titles were held. In this 
instance this boxer would hold first position, these boxers are also able to be challenged.  

The name and weight category of boxers will be listed on the web page and it is the responsibility of 
the challenger to contact Boxing Queensland to nominate for challenge bouts.   

While these trips are subsidised a substantial portion of the cost must be borne by each competitor it 
is imperative that persons do not nominate unless they are in a position to pay for the trip. Boxing 
Queensland will provide costs or approximate costs to boxers. 

Coaches/managers will be subsidised at the same rate as the boxers, coaches will be selected by the 
number of competitors and experience.   

Boxing Queensland wherever possible will take officials so they can also gain experience, officials must 
nominate directly to Boxing Queensland for consideration - the subsidy is as per the boxers and 
coaches. 

All final decisions with regard to the team are at the sole and absolute discretion of the Boxing 
Queensland Executive Committee. 
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